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Abstract.
Background: Myotonic dystrophy type 1 (DM1) is a form of muscular dystrophy that causes various symptoms, including
those of the central nervous system. Some studies have reported cognitive decline in patients with DM1, although the available
evidence is limited.
Objective: This study aimed to describe longitudinal differences in neuropsychological function in patients with DM1.
Methods: A total of 66 Japanese adult patients with DM1 were investigated using a neuropsychological battery to assess
several cognitive domains, including memory, processing speed, and executive function. The patients underwent neuropsy-
chological evaluation approximately five years after baseline (Times 1 and 2).
Results: Thirty-eight patients underwent a second neuropsychological evaluation. The participants in the Time 2 evaluation
were younger than those who did not participate in Time 2. Patients showed a decline in the Mini-Mental State Examination,
Trail Making Test (TMT), Block Design, and Symbol Digit Modalities Test at Time 2 (P < 0.05). Age at Time 1 was associated
with a decline in TMT-A and TMT-B scores (rho = 0.57 and 0.45, respectively).
Conclusion: These results suggest a cognitive decline in patients with DM1 and warrant further investigation into the possible
effects of age-related changes.
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INTRODUCTION

Myotonic dystrophy type 1 (DM1) is a muscu-
lar dystrophy that presents with various symptoms
such as progressive muscular weakness, fatigue,
myotonia, and alterations to the central nervous
system (CNS). Previous brain imaging studies of
DM1 have demonstrated white matter abnormali-
ties, global and regional cortical volume loss, and
reduced fractional anisotropy [1–3]. There are only
few longitudinal brain imaging studies in DM1. A
recent study found reduced cortical and subcorti-
cal structures and increased white matter lesions,
indicating the neurodegenerative nature of the dis-
ease [4]. Contrastingly, other studies suggested that
the neurodegenerative process was marginal [5,
6]. Although the specific pathological mechanisms
underlying CNS involvement are not well estab-
lished, accumulating studies have shown cognitive
impairment in patients with DM1 [7–9]. A meta-
analysis examined cognitive impairment in patients
with DM1 compared with a healthy population and
suggested that cognitive dysfunction is involved
across different domains, such as global cognition,
memory, and visuospatial ability [7]. While impair-
ment was widespread in cognitive domains and
presented some consistent patterns, there was high
heterogeneity in performance and impairment [10].
Although cognitive impairment in patients with DM1
has been established in cross-sectional studies, the
longitudinal trajectories of cognitive function have
not been well investigated. Therefore, longitudinal
studies on cognitive functioning in patients with
DM1 are critical for a better understanding of their
trajectories.

Several studies have investigated the longitudinal
changes in cognitive performance in patients with
DM1. One of the earliest studies did not find a longi-
tudinal decline in neuropsychological performance in
16 patients with a mean follow-up period of 12 years
from baseline assessment [11]. Conversely, other
studies have suggested that cognitive impairment in
DM1 may worsen over time in particular neuropsy-
chological tests, such as the Trail Making Test-B
(TMT-B) and the verbal fluency test [12, 13]. A
recent large study (n = 115) reported that patients with
DM1 showed longitudinal declines in the domains of
verbal memory, attention, and psychomotor speed,
nine years after the initial assessment [14]. Other
studies have compared the changes in neuropsycho-
logical test performance between patients with DM1
and healthy individuals. For example, two recent

studies showed that the Block Design Test of the
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS) and the
Rey-Osterrieth Complex Figure test declined over
time compared with healthy individuals 11 years or
five years after baseline assessment [5, 15]. They sug-
gested that the worsening of cognitive functioning
was greater than that in age-matched healthy indi-
viduals; however, the neuropsychological tests that
detected decline or worse performance were incon-
sistent between the studies.

A few studies have examined the factors associ-
ated with cognitive changes in patients with DM1.
For example, Gallais et al. suggested that age and
disease duration are associated with a decline in most
neuropsychological tests [14]. Another study found
that age at first assessment is associated with declines
in a test assessing visuo-constructive ability (Block
Design test), implying that the decline in ability in
DM1 starts early and remains stable [15]. Other stud-
ies indicated that the heterogeneity of the trajectories
may be associated with the classification of the dis-
ease based on the age at onset [6, 14, 16]. Although
previous studies have examined longitudinal cogni-
tive changes in DM1, the declines over time in this
population remain unclear. Since cognitive function
is associated with a patient’s participation, indepen-
dence, and quality of life [17–20], identifying the
longitudinal course of cognitive impairment may con-
tribute to plans for support and interventions [21].
Therefore, further evidence of longitudinal changes
in cognitive functioning in patients with DM1 is
essential to improve our understanding of cognition
in DM1.

This study aimed to describe longitudinal dif-
ferences in neuropsychological function in patients
with DM1. We compared the neuropsychologi-
cal functioning of Japanese patients with DM1 at
Time 1 (baseline) and Time 2 (5-year follow-up).
Additionally, because previous studies suggested
different trajectories in cognitive function and neu-
rodegenerative process depending on their age of
onset [6, 14, 16], we explored longitudinal changes
in neuropsychological functioning between the
groups.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants

Patients were recruited from five hospitals:
the National Hospital Organization (NHO) Osaka
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Toneyama Medical Center, the NHO Okinawa
National Hospital, the NHO Akita National Hospi-
tal, the Yokohama Rosai Hospital, and the Osaka
University Hospital. Based on the age at onset,
we classified patients using criteria from a recent
Outcome Measures for Myotonic Dystrophy group
(OMMYD-4) as follows: clinical onset at 1–18 years
as the pediatric form, 18–40 years as the adult form,
and > 40 years as the late-onset form. The CTG repeat
lengths of patients, as measured by several commer-
cial laboratories, were obtained from the hospital’s
electronic medical records. A baseline assessment
was conducted on 66 patients, most of whom had pre-
viously participated in a cross-sectional study [17].
The patients were reevaluated approximately five
years after the baseline assessment (mean = 5.4 years,
SD = 0.5).

Written informed consent was obtained from all
participants. The procedures in this study complied
with the ethical standards of the relevant national
institutional committees on human experimentation,
the Declaration of Helsinki of the World Medical
Association, and later amendments.

Assessment of cognitive function

We assessed general cognitive function using the
Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE); visuo-
constructive ability using the Block Design test of
the WAIS-III; psychomotor speed using the TMT-A
and TMT-B, and the Symbol Digit Modalities Test
(SDMT); attention using the Digit Span Test (for-
ward and backward); and executive function using
the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (WCST). The bat-
tery was selected from the neuropsychological test
battery used in our cross-sectional study to reduce
the burden on patients [17]. We selected the measures
recommended by the OMMYD-2 (Block Design and
TMT) [22], the measures associated with clinically
important factors (quality of life [QoL] or disease
unawareness; Digit Span Test and WCST) [17, 23], or
measures that have been used in various neurological
disorders (MMSE and SDMT) [7, 24].

Psychological measures

We also evaluated apathy, excessive daytime
sleepiness, fatigue, and QoL using the Apathy Scale
[25], the Epworth Sleepiness Scale [26], Multidimen-
sional Fatigue Inventory [27], and the Individualized
QoL questionnaire (INQoL) [28, 29], respectively.

Statistical analyses

We first evaluated the differences between patients
who participated in the Time 2 assessment and those
who did not by performing an independent t-test.
The primary aim of this study was to examine longi-
tudinal changes in neuropsychological performance
between Times 1 and 2. Since we cannot assume
that cognitive changes are normally distributed in
DM1, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test was performed
to test for longitudinal changes in patients. Addi-
tionally, we exploratory compared the differences in
cognitive measures between pediatric and adult-onset
patient groups. Wilcoxon rank sum test was used to
compare the group differences. The median of the
delta score (Time 2 – Time 1) and corresponding
95% confidence interval (CI) were calculated using
bootstrapping with 10,000 replicates. Standardized
mean difference (SMD) was calculated to evaluate
the longitudinal difference calculated by the follow-
ing formula: Score Time 2−Score Time 1

SDdifference
.The number of

patients who scored 1 or 2 SDs worse than the age-
adjusted Japanese general population [30–33] was
compared to examine the effect of age at assess-
ment in patients who completed both the first and
second evaluations. The changes in frequencies were
analyzed by binomial tests. We also explored the
associations between age and delta scores for each
neuropsychological performance (Times 1 and 2)
by Spearman’s correlation coefficient and a locally
weighted scatter plot.

As an exploratory analysis, we examined the asso-
ciation between cognitive function at Time 1 and
death and clinical deterioration at Time 2 using logis-
tic regression models. Based on the small number of
events and patients (n = 20 and 66, respectively), we
calculated the estimates of the individual cognitive
variables, with sex and age at Time 1 in the models
as covariates.

Statistical analyses were performed using the R
4.0.4 statistical software (R Core Team, Vienna, Aus-
tria). The significance level was set at a two-tailed
P < 0.05.

RESULTS

A total of 66 patients with DM1 participated in
this study. At Time 2, 16 patients were deceased,
four were not evaluated because of clinical deterio-
ration, five lost contact, and three declined/withdrew
participation (Fig. 1). Finally, 38 patients (including
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Fig. 1. Flow of this study.

12 pediatric form, 20 adult form, and five late-onset)
participated in the Time 2 assessment (Table 1). We
compared patients who completed the Time 2 assess-
ment with those who did not participate in Time 2.
The results showed that the participants were younger
and had better neuropsychological test scores at Time
1 (Table 1), suggesting that participants who com-
pleted the neuropsychological assessment at Time
2 may be biased toward younger patients and have
better performance.

Table 2 summarizes the comparisons between
Time 1 and Time 2 among patients (n = 38). Wilcoxon
signed-rank tests showed that MMSE, TMT-B, Block
Design, and SDMT scores significantly declined five
years after the baseline (Table 2). Although the boot-
strapping 95% CI of TMT-A and INQoL did not
include 0, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test did not
reach a significant threshold (P = 0.067 and 0.070,
respectively). Other measures did not reveal signifi-
cant changes (Table 2, Supplemental Figures 1 and 2).
Additionally, we explored the difference in longitudi-
nal changes between pediatric and adult onset groups.
The late-onset group was not included in the statisti-
cal comparisons because the number of patients was
limited (n = 5). There was a significant group dif-
ference in changes in WCST total error (TE) score
(P = 0.044). Although several indices showed moder-
ate SMD, the differences were not significant owing
to the small sample size of the subgroups (Supple-
mental Tables 1–3).

Over 80% of the patients performed one SD or
two SDs below the general population in the Block
Design and SDMT (Table 3). Of the participants,
6–64% performed two SDs worse than the age-
adjusted performance of the general population at
Time 1. However, the distribution did not show con-
sistent declines from baseline, except for the SDMT
test (39 to 67%).

We evaluated the association between age and
neuropsychological performance. A higher age at
assessment was associated with higher delta scores
on the TMT-A, TMT-B, and WCST TE scores (i.e.,
a decline in performance) (Spearman’s rho = 0.56,
0.44, and 0.35, respectively). Figure 2 illustrates
the nonlinear association between age and test
performances. The Loess curves suggest that the
decline may have occurred from the 40 s on in
TMT-A and TMT-B; however, the pattern is not
clear enough in the WCST to draw meaningful
conclusions.

Exploratory analysis for the association between
neuropsychological performance and functional
outcome

As an exploratory analysis, we examined the asso-
ciation between neuropsychological performance at
Time 1 and functional outcomes (death and clinical
deterioration; n = 20). Logistic regression analy-
ses showed significant associations between the
functional outcomes at Time 2 and the TMT-A, TMT-
B, and WCST Categories achieved (Supplemental
Table 4), with lower performance associated with
higher odds of death or deterioration.

DISCUSSION

This study aimed to evaluate longitudinal changes
in cognitive function in DM1 patients. At 5.4 years
after the baseline assessment, there were significant
declines in indices of the MMSE, TMT-B, Block
Design, and SDMT; however, the decline in the cog-
nitive domains seems marginal.

This study suggests that patients with DM1
showed cognitive decline in particular domains,
including general cognition, processing speed,
and visual construction ability. Similar to the cur-
rent study, Winblad et al. investigated longitudinal
changes in cognitive performance through a five-year
follow-up assessment [34]. They detected significant
worsening in Vocabulary, Block Design, Raven’s
Auditory Verbal Learning Test, TMT-A and TMT-B,
and the Spatial Span Test. Although we found a
significant decline in the raw scores of the neuropsy-
chological assessment, we did not detect an increase
in patients who scored one SD or two SDs below
the normative mean, except for SDMT, a test that
is potentially susceptible to the peripheral physical
function of the patients [35]. These inconsistencies
may be explained by the differences in patient
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Table 1
Participant characteristics

Patients participated Patients not participated Statistics P-value

Sex (male/female), n 38 (21/17) 28 (19/9) χ2 = 0.61 0.435
Type of the disease, n χ2 = 3.01 0.222

Pediatric onset 12 4
Adult onset 20 18
Late onset 5 6
NA 1 0

n Median (IQR) n Median (IQR) Z P-value
Age at Time 1 38 42.5 (37, 51) 28 52 (47, 58) 3.12 0.002
Education years 38 12 (12, 13) 25 12 (12, 14) 0.09 0.934
Onset age 37 25 (16, 35) 28 28 (20, 36) 0.90 0.375
Disease duration at Time 1 37 19 (3, 26) 28 23.5 (14, 30) 2.04 0.041
CTG repeat length 35 800 (393, 1163) 26 825 (600, 1425) 0.90 0.374
MMSE 38 28.5 (26, 30) 28 25.5 (23, 28) –2.18 0.029
TMT-A 38 117 (96, 146) 24 170.5 (137, 310) 2.88 0.003
TMT-B 36 137 (101, 183) 20 253 (127, 388) 2.38 0.017
Block design 36 28 (20, 34) 27 18 (11, 29) –2.60 0.009
Digit span: forward 33 6 (5, 7) 23 5 (4, 7) –0.76 0.452
Digit Span: backward 33 4 (3, 5) 23 4 (3, 5) 0.10 0.922
SDMT 33 42 (35, 47) 23 26 (20, 36) –2.73 0.006
WCST CA 34 3.5 (2, 5) 22 1 (0, 3) –2.99 0.002
WCST TE 34 15 (13, 28) 22 22.5 (20, 29) 1.66 0.099
MFI: fatigue 36 64 (54, 72) 27 59 (55, 72) –0.15 0.882
ESS: daytime sleepiness 38 8 (5,10) 25 4 (3, 7) –2.47 0.013
Apathy scale 38 19 (15, 22) 27 19 (15, 25) 0.82 0.417
INQoL QoL score 24 50 (34, 67) 11 59.4 (31, 75) 0.52 0.618

IQR: Interquartile range (Q1, Q3); MMSE: Mini-mental State Examination; TMT: Trail Making Test; SDMT:
Symbol digit modalities test; WCST: Wisconsin Card Sorting Test; CA: categories achieved; TE: total errors; MFI:
Multidimensional Fatigue Inventory; ESS: Epworth Sleepiness scale; INQoL: Individualized Quality of Life; NA:
Not available. Bold font shows significance in statistical tests (p < 0.05).

Table 2
Longitudinal changes after 5.5 years

N Time 1 Time 2 Difference Wilcoxon signed- SMD
rank test

Median (IQR) Median (IQR) Median (95% CI) Z P-value

MMSE 38 28.5 (26, 30) 27 (24, 30) 0 (–1.95, –0.08) 2.04 0.042 –0.34
TMT-A 36 116 (96, 144) 128 (90, 182) 13 (8.6, 58.0) –1.83 0.067 0.41
TMT-B 32 134 (100, 180) 146 (98, 213) 18.5 (4.9, 46.7) –2.02 0.044 0.40
Block design 35 28 (20, 33.5) 24 (16, 34) –4 (–3.9, –0.6) 2.53 0.011 –0.47
Block design (scaled) 35 4 (3, 5.5) 4 (3, 6) 0 (–0.3, 0.7) –0.84 0.403 0.15
Digit span: forward 33 6 (5, 7) 5 (5, 6) 0 (–0.6, 0.2) 0.90 0.366 –0.14
Digit span: backward 33 4 (3, 5) 4 (4, 5) 0 (–0.2, 0.6) –1.09 0.277 0.16
SDMT 31 44 (35, 47) 39 (25, 44) –4 (–7.6, –3.4) 3.86 <0.001 –0.88
WCST CA 33 4 (2, 5) 4 (1, 5) 0 (–0.9, 0.7) 0.67 0.504 –0.06
WCST TE 33 15 (13, 28) 18 (11, 26) 1 (–2.9, 3.7) –0.07 0.943 0.04
MFI: fatigue 36 64 (54, 72) 63.5 (59, 73) 1.5 (–1.6, 4.6) –0.60 0.549 0.14
ESS: daytime sleepiness 38 8 (5, 10) 10 (6, 12) 0.5 (–0.2, 2.4) –1.62 0.105 0.27
Apathy 38 19 (15, 22) 20 (13, 22) 1 (–1.0, 2.2) –0.94 0.345 0.12
INQoL: QoL score 24 50 (34, 67) 58 (43, 72) 5.9 (0.8, 15.0) 1.81 0.070 0.42

The data is based on patients who completed assessments at Time 1 and 2. IQR: Interquartile range (Q1, Q3); CI: confidence interval; SMD:
standardized mean difference; MMSE: Mini-mental State Examination; TMT: Trail Making Test; SDMT: Symbol digit modalities test;
WCST: Wisconsin Card Sorting Test; CA: categories achieved; TE: total errors; MFI: Multidimensional Fatigue Inventory; ESS: Epworth
Sleepiness scale; INQoL: Individualized Quality of Life. Bold font shows significance in statistical tests (P < 0.05).

baseline severity between this and a previous study
[34]. The death rates five years after baseline were
24% and 9%, respectively, while the mean age of the
patients was similar between the studies (37 and 38
years, respectively). The results of our study were

derived from the data of patients who completed both
assessments at Times 1 and 2. Therefore, patients
with more severe decline may not have been able to
participate to the assessment at Time 2, which may
have underestimated the potential decline in patients.
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Table 3
Patients who performed over 1SD or 2SDs below the general population

Over 1SD worse Over 2 SD worse

Time 1 Time 2 Time 1 Time 2
n [%] n [%] P-value n [%] n [%] P-value

TMT-A 20 [53] 18 [50] 1.0 16 [42] 11 [31] 0.55
TMT-B 13 [36] 12 [36] 1.0 9 [25] 8 [24] 1.0
Block design 32 [89] 30 [83] 0.63 23 [64] 19 [53] 0.22
Digit span: forward 16 [48] 17 [47] 1.0 2 [6] 2 [6] 1.0
Digit span: backward 12 [36] 10 [28] 0.58 7 [21] 3 [8] 0.34
SDMT 28 [85] 30 [83] 1.0 13 [39] 24 [67] 0.004
WCST CA 12 [35] 12 [33] 1.0 2 [6] 3 [8] 1.0
WCST TE 8 [24] 7 [19] 0.73 7 [21] 3 [8] 0.22

TMT: Trail Making Test; SDMT: Symbol digit modalities test; WCST: Wisconsin Card Sorting Test
CA: categories achieved; TE: total errors. Bold font shows significance in statistical tests (P < 0.05).

Fig. 2. Locally weighted scatterplot smoothing for age at baseline on delta scores of TMT-A, TMT-B, and WCST TE in patients with DM1.
TMT: trail making test; WCST: Wisconsin card sorting test; TE: total errors; DM1: myotonic dystrophy type 1.

Another possible explanation is that the extent of
the longitudinal decline in neuropsychological tests
may be gradual or may have occurred in an earlier
phase of the disease. Gallais et al. detected declines
in many neuropsychological performances; however,
they did not detect a decline in the Block Design
and Digit Span Tests of the WAIS-R [14], similar
to our findings. By contrast, a recent study com-
pared patients with DM1 and healthy controls and
detected deterioration in cognitive performance using
the Block Design and the Rey–Osterrieth Complex
Figure Test [15], although other neuropsychological
measures did not differ significantly. The differences
between studies may suggest that the stage of the dis-
ease affects the course of cognitive decline over the

years to come. A recent study validating computer-
ized batteries did not detect a decline a year after the
baseline; conversely, a few indices showed improve-
ments [36]. Further research is required to establish
the longitudinal trajectory of cognitive functioning in
patients with DM1.

We exploratory examined longitudinal differences
between the pediatric and adult onset groups in
neuropsychological measures. Most measures did
not show significant differences in the longitudinal
changes between groups, except for the WCST TE.
However, the results should be interpreted carefully
because of the limited sample size and smaller over-
lap in CIs in several measures. As a previous study
suggested the possible different profiles of neurode-
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velopmental and/or neurodegenerative processes in
pediatric and adult-onset patients [6], potential dif-
ferences in neuropsychological trajectories between
the classifications of DM1 should be investigated in
future studies.

The current study found associations between age
at baseline and the delta scores of the TMT-A and
TMT-B and the WCST TE. These relationships sug-
gest that a decline in psychomotor speed may occur in
individuals in their 40 s. Another possible explanation
may be a decline in executive function as TMT-A and
TMT-B are also indicated that performance is affected
by both psychomotor speed and executive function
(e.g., attention shifting). Labayru et al. found an asso-
ciation between age and longitudinal changes in a
block design test in patients with DM1 [15]. Although
the association was not significant in this study, a sim-
ilar tendency was found at ages 20–60 (Supplemental
Figure 3). These patterns suggest that the slopes of
the associations differ depending on age and cogni-
tive domains. Previous studies have also suggested
that age at assessment is a predictive factor for cog-
nitive changes over time, as are disease duration and
education [14]. This may explain the variability and
heterogeneity of longitudinal changes in neuropsy-
chological performance in patients with DM1, and
the results should be interpreted cautiously because
of the large heterogeneity of the DM1 phenotype.

Recent neuroimaging studies in patients with DM1
have suggested that some neuropsychological mea-
sures may predict the progressive loss of white matter
volume in patients [6]. Although neuropsychological
performance may not always assess a single cognitive
function and may not show an association with brain
volumes in particular regions, the cognitive domains
in which deterioration is observed suggest a relation-
ship with the impairment of certain brain functions.
This decline may be related to specific brain abnor-
malities in patients with DM1 [4, 6, 37].

Fatigue, daytime sleepiness, and apathy did not sig-
nificantly worsen during this period. A previous study
that compared patients with DM1 and healthy con-
trols over five years, similar to the current study, did
not find a significant decline over time, which was
affected by the small sample size (n = 16 vs. 17) [5].
Conversely, recent longitudinal studies have demon-
strated a significant worsening in daytime sleepiness
and fatigue [38, 39] over a 7-and 9-year period after
baseline. Similar to the neuropsychological test per-
formance, the lack of significant worsening in our
study may be due to the relatively small sample size
and shorter follow-up period (five years). The same

issue discussed above in neuropsychological mea-
sures may also apply to these findings, such as the
characteristics of participated patients and time of
measurement in the disease course. Considering the
slow disease progression, longer follow-up periods
are required to identify the trajectories of these symp-
toms.

Although there were associations between cogni-
tive function and functional and survival outcomes,
the cardiovascular, respiratory, and muscular involve-
ment may complicate these associations. Cardiac
and respiratory involvement, and the deterioration
or treatment of these problems, may complicate the
findings [40–42]. These exploratory results identi-
fied possible prognostic factors for DM1, although
over-interpretation of the results should be avoided.
Neuropsychological assessment could be a potential
candidate for predicting the prognosis or trajectory of
patients with DM1 and may inform future treatment
strategies in clinical practice.

LIMITATIONS

First, this study did not include a control group at
Times 1 and 2. Comparisons between patient and con-
trol groups would provide more reliable findings by
excluding potential confounding factors, such as nat-
ural declines and learning effects. This was a major
limitation of this study. Second, the patients who par-
ticipated in the Time 2 assessment were younger and
had better cognitive performance at Time 1 than those
who did not participate in the Time 2 assessment.
Such characteristics may bias the findings (i.e., lack
of or less longitudinal decline in patients). In addi-
tion, as prior test experience affects the performance
of individuals (e.g., the learning effect) [36], esti-
mated declines may be underestimated, although five
years from the baseline would minimize such effects.
Therefore, both longitudinal (i.e., within individu-
als) and age-stratified cross-sectional studies (i.e.,
between individuals) are required to characterize the
trajectory of cognitive functioning in DM1. Third,
the sample size and characteristics may have lim-
ited the statistical power to identify longitudinal
changes and better subgroup analyses. Since previ-
ous studies suggested potential differences between
the subgroups (pediatric, adult, and late-onset) [6,
14], stratified analyses may provide more meaning-
ful information on longitudinal changes in cognitive
function in DM1. Fourth, SDMT showed an increase
in patients who performed two SDs worse than the
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general population in this study. Owing to the task
characteristics of the SDMT, which requires copy-
ing symbols in small squares, performance may
be affected by progressive muscular weakness in
peripheral function [35]. Other neuropsychological
performance, including TMT and Block design, may
also be the case. By contrast, another study found
no effects of muscular impairment on the decline in
neuropsychological performance measures [14]. The
effects may be limited to specific neuropsychologi-
cal tests; however, we cannot exclude the possibility
of a performance decline resulting from progres-
sive peripheral muscular impairment. Investigation
using reliable neuropsychological measures that will
not be affected by the muscular impairment would
strengthen the findings of the longitudinal trajecto-
ries.

CONCLUSION

Despite these limitations, this is the first longitu-
dinal study on DM1 in an Asian country. Cognitive
decline in DM1 may be slow but is detected after 5.4
years from the baseline. Therefore, integrating recent
longitudinal studies and methodologies is needed.
Future studies with longer follow-up periods will
reveal the trajectories of cognitive function in patients
with DM1.
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